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a significant blind spot of digital editions:

• a specific genre of critical editions, which 
has not been properly in the focus of 
digital editions yet

• why are there no digital editions proper in 
this highly innovative field of medieval
philology
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• what are scientific texts?

– philosophy = episteme / science

– theology = first philosophy / science

• huge in size and with regard to their
transmission („smart big data“)

– Corpus Aristotelicum

– Peter Lombard‘s Sentences

– Ptolemaios: Almagest & Tetrabiblos

– the Galenic medical treatises



• the specific character of scientific texts:

– scientific texts are seeking stability

– concerning terminology

– for the sake of the argument

• the expectations of the readers / users:

– reliability, readability, accessibility

– meeting with the scientific lingua franca



Excursus: who uses critical editions?



• the many levels to use a critical editions

• who are the main readers of my edition? 
– a philosopher is just interested in the 

argument, not in orthography, etc.

– a philologist goes for the linguistic and 
grammatical specificities

– a historian is interested in the many layors of 
transmission

• who pays for my critical edition
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• the size of a text / a text corpus

• the complexity of the transmission

• the specific goal of the edition

• the (limited) budget

• missing digital tools
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a) Aristoteles latinus, Metaphysica
-> number and complexity

five Latin translations of Aristotle’s Metaphysics:
• Translation Iacobi (‘Vetustissima’)

• Translatio Composita (‘Vetus’)

• Tanslatio Anonyma (‘Media’)

• Translatio Scoti (‘Metaphysica Nova’) -> Arabic-Latin

• Recensio et Translatio Guillelmi de Moerbeka
(‘Moerbekana’)



the ‘Moerbekana’:
• length of fol.: 80-110 (average size)
• number of ms.: more than 200 (202 +2 lost + 10 

fragments)
• two Parisian exemplar (one is lost!) with 23 peciae
• 27 early editions (15th / 16th century)
• Moerbeke’s Greek exemplar (Vindobon., phil. Gr. 100) + 

a lost additional Greek source
Moerbeke’s philological work:
• he started revising the ‘Media’, then he moved to a new 

translation
• there are two redactions of the translation











Reference:

• Aristoteles latinus, Metaphysica, lib. I-XIV. Recensio et 
Translatio Guillelmo de Moerbeka. Edidit G. Vuillemin-
Diem. Aristoteles latinus, vol. XXV 3.1 (Praefatio) & vol. 
XXV 3.2 (Editio textus), Leiden – New York – Köln 1995.



b) Thomas Aquinas, Sententia Libri Ethicorum
-> the pecia / petia-system

• length of fol.: ~ 90 – 150 fol.

• number of ms.: 126 ms., 13th – 15th century of different 
origin

• codices deperditae (lost codices): at least 50

• 7 medieval editions of summaries

• 20 early printed editions

• two main recensions: recensio Italica – recensio
Parisiaca

• the petia-transmission behind the recensio Parisiaca
(two exemplars) -> 38 petiae (from each petiae derived a 
specific transmission / group of manuscripts









Reference:

• Sancti Thomae de Aquino Sententia Libri Ethicorum, vol. 
I (Praefatio – Libri I-III) ed. R.-A. Gauthier, Editio Leonina
tom. XLVII, S. Sabina 1969.



c) Durandus of St. Pourçain, Commentary on 
the Sentences -> versions and revisions

• - size: Durand’s commentary on the Sentences is huge. 
It comprises – if one takes the early Venetian printing of 
1571 as a standard – 423 closely printed folio pages in 
double columns, which amounts to more than 4.000 
printed pages without apparatus. -> 16 vols. (work in 
progress)

• - the case of Durandus of St. Pourcain (de S. Porciano): 
the three versions: A: 1307/8 – B: 1310/1 – C: 317-27

• - the complex transmission according to books: specific 
for each book (not one manuscript, which contains the 
entire commentary) -> 7-12 ms. per book



The „open“ stemma of Book II:













Reference:

• Durandi de Sancto Porciano Scriptum super IV Libros
Sententiarum, Distinctiones 1-5 libri secundi, ed. F. 
Retucci (RTPM-Bibliotheca 10.2.1.), Leuven – Paris –
Walpole 2012.

• Durand of Saint-Pourçain and His Sentences
Commentary. Historical, Philosophical, and Theological
Issues, edd. A. Speer, F. Retucci, T. Jeschke, G. 
Guldentops (RTPM-Bibliotheca 9), Leuven – Paris –
Walpole 2014 (see in particular the articles of A. Speer 
and F. Retucci).



d) Averroes / Ibn Rušd

-> multilinguistic hermeneutical levels

• Averroes as the “commentator” of the 
“philosophus”

• three languagues: Arabic – Hebrew – Latin 

• three types of commentaries: first/short 
commentaries (epitomai) – middle 
commentaries – long commentaries, which 
contain the previous tradition from the late 
ancient (Greek) commentators onwards

• the many translators: partly known, partly 
anonymous



three editions of the logica vetus

• Commentum medium super libro Peri
Hermeneias Aristotelis. Translatio Wilhelmo de 
Luna attributa

• Commentum medium super libro 
Praedicamentorum Aristotelis. Translatio 
Wilhelmo de Luna adscripta

• Commentum medium super libro Porphyrii. 
Translatio Wilhelmo de Luna adscripta















The Averroes-project at the Thomas-Institut

• The Academy-project: Averroes (Ibn
Rušd) and the Arabic, Hebrew, and Latin 
Reception of Aristotelian Natural 
Philosophy

• The Digital Averroes Research 
Environment (DARE)

DARE: http://dare.uni-koeln.de/ 



Reference:

• Averroes Latinus, Commentum medium super libro 
Praedicamentorum Aristotelis. Translatio Wilhelmo de 
Luna adscripta edidit R. Hissette ; Apparatu arabo-latino 
supplementoque adnotationum instruxit A. Bertolacci ; 
Lexica confecerunt R. Hissette et A. Bertolacci ; 
commendatione auxit L.J. Bataillon (†), consilio et 
auctoritate academiae scientiarum artiumque Rhenano-
Guestphalicae (Averrois Opera, Series B: Averroes 

Latinus, XI), Lovanii, Peeters, 2010.
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a) Medieval philology

b) digital tools

c) printed vs. / and digital

d) doing science


